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	A number of different system concepts have become apparent in the broader context of embedded systems over the past few years. Whilst there are some differences between these, this book argues that in fact there is much they share in common, particularly the important notions of control, heterogenity, wireless communication, dynamics/ad hoc nature and cost.


	The first part of the book covers cooperating object applications and the currently available application scenarios, such as control and automation, healthcare, and security and surveillance. The second part discusses paradigms for algorithms and interactions. The third part covers various types of vertical system functions, including data aggregation, resource management and time synchronization. The fourth part outlines system architecture and programming models, outlining all currently available architectural models and middleware approaches that can be used to abstract the complexity of cooperating object technology.


	Finally, the book concludes with a discussion of the trends guiding current research and gives suggestions as to possible future developments and how various shortcomings in the technology can be overcome.
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WordPress Mobile Applications with PhoneGapPackt Publishing, 2012

	With the explosive popularity of mobile apps and its much anticipated continued growth for the foreseeable future, developers will want to get their hands dirty and build some cool mobile apps. But we know that building mobile apps is not easy: we need to handle cross-platform issues, mobile devices of different screen sizes, not to mention...
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Classification, Clustering, and Data Mining Applications: ProceedingsSmithers Rapra Technology, 2004


	This book presents some of the key research undertaken by the members of

	the International Federation of Classification Societies during the two years

	since our last symposium. If the past is a guide to the future, these papers

	contain the seeds of new ideas that will invigorate our field.




	The editors are grateful...
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Webster's New World Hacker DictionaryWebster's New World, 2006
The comprehensive hacker dictionary for security professionals, businesses, governments, legal professionals, and others dealing with cyberspace. 

Hackers. Crackers. Phreakers. Black hats. White hats. Cybercrime. Logfiles. Anonymous Digital Cash. ARP Redirect. 

Cyberspace has a language all its own. Understanding it is vital...
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Investment Valuation 2nd Edition University with Investment SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Investment Valuation


	Tools and Techniques for Determining the Value of Any Asset

	Valuation is at the heart of every investment decision, whether that decision is to buy, sell, or hold. But the pricing of any financial asset has become a more complex task in modern financial markets. Now completely revised and fully updated...
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EIGRP Network Design Solutions: The Definitive Resource for EIGRP Design, Deployment, and OperationCisco Press, 2000
EIGRP Network Design Solutions provides readers with in-depth knowledge of EIGRP, the Cisco routing protocol that runs many large enterprise and service provider networks.  It covers the theory of EIGRP, network design issues, configuration of EIGRP on Cisco IOS routers, and detailed troubleshooting information.  Case studies and configuration...
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Building Websites with Joomla! 1.5 Beta 1Packt Publishing, 2007
More than a year has passed since the founding of the Joomla! project. And what an exciting year it has been!

The Joomla! team was organized and has built a solid foundation; it has continued developing Joomla! 1.0.0 to version 1.0.12, and now has the largest developmental leap so far to Joomla! 1.5 in sight. The users of the system have...
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